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Welcome to Science Club!
Dinosaur Discovery: Dinosaur Eggs

Introduction

>> T
 he following activities are designed for 6-12 year old
children.
>> W
 e recommend that each group is between 16-20
children, with two facilitators (or one facilitator and
a volunteer, such as a high school student).
>> Each session is of one to one and half hours duration.
>> T
 he facilitator’s role is not one of teaching per se, but
facilitating children’s natural curiosity about the world
around them and to engage/excite them with the
STEM concept being presented.
>> E ach child gets to explore the STEAM concepts
by experimentation and may take home their
‘Young Scientist Booklet’, so they may replicate the
experiments at home.
>> T
 able prompts are on the back page of the
facilitator’s booklet, we recommend that these are
cut out, laminated and put on the tables (or under
the clear plastic covers on the tables) to prompt
discussion and to explain and extend the STEAM
concepts to young scientists.

>> Facilitators may evaluate the session by means
of an evaluation poster (to be laminated) as
provided (children can tick the emoticons as
they leave the room).

>> Safety note: the experiments are intended to be
performed under adult supervision. Appropriate and
reasonable caution is recommended when activities
use items that could be of risk, including but not
limited to, sharp scissors, hot glue, batteries, small
items that could be a choking hazard. If you are
unsure about the safety of age appropriateness of
the experiments please consult your child’s doctor.
Dinosaur eggs explores the chemistry of fossil eggs,
modern chicken eggs, and acid-base reactions.
In the Egg and Acid Experiment, children will cover an
egg in vinegar. They will notice bubbles forming on the
eggshell. This is the eggshell dissolving in acetic acid. If
they take it home for two days, the eggshell will dissolve
completely to reveal a translucent egg covered only by
a membrane.
In the Fossil Fizz Experiment, children try a faster version
of the same reaction.
(Image below via American Museum of Natural History)

STEAM
Question like
a Scientist

Design like a
Technologist

Build like an
Engineer

Create like
an Artist

Deduce like
a Mathematician

Session Information

Dinosaur Discovery: Dinosaur Eggs

Session Information
Background

Eggshells are 95% calcium carbonate, which is also
found in chalk, seashells, coral, limestone, and stalactites
in caves. They also have small amounts of calcium
phosphate, magnesium carbonate, and proteins.
The shells are dotted with tiny pores that allow gases
to pass between the air and the inside of the egg.
Birds are descended from dinosaurs. Dinosaurs are now
extinct. Dinosaurs (like birds) laid eggs, had wishbones
in their chest, and legs that stood beneath them (rather
than being splayed out to the side like a lizard). Birds
have scaly legs, and some dinosaurs had feathers.
It’s rare for dinosaur feathers to be fossilised. There is
evidence that birds evolved from a group of two-legged
carnivorous dinosaurs called therapods – a group that
includes T. rex and Velociraptor.
In 2016, a palaeontologist from China found a feathered
dinosaur tail preserved in amber. The feathers were light
brown on top, and whiteunderneath. It was thought to
belong to a young therapod dinosaur.
Therapods are a group of bipedal dinosaurs, and
include T. rex and Velociraptor and Australovenator
(Banjo). There’s evidence that therapods didn’t go
extinct, but evolved into birds. “Dinosaurs are still
among us,” says Mark Norell, chair of palaeontology
at the American Museum of Natural History. “They’re
represented by at least 13,000 species alive today.”
Fossil eggs tell us a lot about how dinosaurs reproduced.
Dinosaur nests of hadrosaurs and theropods have been
found in North America. The hadrosaur nests seem to
show that young dinosaurs stayed in the nest and were
looked after by their parents, like budgies do today.
The largest nesting site ever found is in Argentina.
Thousands of eggs from sauropods were found, as
if they had been caught in a flood and buried in mud.
This evidence suggests that sauropods nested in
large groups.
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Birds reproduce differently, depending on the species.
Some behaviours include building a nest, protecting
the eggs, and feeding the young. Birds do this in many
different kinds of ways.

Like modern eggs, fossil dinosaur eggs contain calcium
carbonate, and come in a range of sizes and shapes.
Some were round like ostrich eggs, others were like
chicken eggs, and others were long like a torpedo.
Pigments found in oviraptor fossil eggs from China
suggest that specie had blueish-green eggs, like emu’s
eggs. Scientists study fossil eggs and nests to find out
about dinosaur reproduction. One way to do this is to
look inside the eggs, to see if any contain fossil dinosaur
embryos. This can be done through CT scans, or by
dissolving the egg in a weak acid solution – usually
acetic acid.
The Egg and Acid Experiment dissolves a chicken egg
in acetic acid, also known as vinegar. The reaction is:
Calcium carbonate (s) + acetic acid (aq) = carbon
dioxide (g) + calcium ethanoate (aq) + water (l)
Where (s) is a solid, (aq) means in water, (g) is gas,
and (l) is liquid. This is an acid-base reaction. Acetic
acid is an acid, and calcium carbonate is a base.
The Fizzy Fossil Experiment creates a mixture of sodium
bicarbonate (baking soda) shaped into a dinosaur egg
shape. The fizzy egg is placed in water, where it bubbles
and dissolves quickly. This reaction happens much more
rapidly than the egg in vinegar.
The Fizzy Fossil method can be used at home to make
bath bombs.
Note! Check if any children have egg allergies before
doing this activity. Severe egg allergies may make
this activity unsafe.
Image Left - Emu Egg via Huffington Post
Image Right - Cassowary Eggs

Experiment Notes and Resources
Dinosaur Discovery: Dinosaur Eggs
Please click on the image, the underlined hyperlink OR
scan the QR code to access the online video.

Resources and Video Links
Introductory Video

How did dinosaurs reproduce?
American Museum of Natural History
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kp4Dg8XBeUA

Extra Video

Dinosaur Eggs and Babies
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uChHLNTOmZI

Extra Information

Scientist dissolving eggs
https://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/earth/
geology/inside-dinosaur-egg1.htm

How to do the Experiments
Experiment Video 1:

http://www.explorabox.org/activities/chemistry/naked-eggexperiment/

Experiment Video 2:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lbuh-QEv0gM
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Clipboard: Facilitator’s run sheet 1/2
Dinosaur Discovery: Dinosaur Eggs
Facilitator Run Sheet
Before the Session:

If you are able to, plan an information session with
your fellow facilitators/volunteers and run through the
experiments together, this will make the session flow
more smoothly on the day. At the very least make sure
everyone has watched the video links.
Brainstorm for any issues with materials or methods, and
adapt as you see fit for your particular audience (in this
instance 6-12 year olds). Print out the helpful resources,
laminate these and have them on the tables for the
children to read/and as prompts during the experiments.

1. Pre-preparation:

Work out the materials you will need for each experiment:
Number of students = N ( )
Number of groups = G ( )

Scientist Materials – Experiment #1:
N x Young Scientist Booklets =

 x eggs =
N
N x vinegar (acetic acid) =
N x 1 container with lid =

Scientist Materials – Experiment #2:
N x empty bowl =

Group Materials – Both Experiments:
G x baking soda =
G x citric acid =
G x food colouring =
G x olive oil =
G x tablespoons =
G x teaspoons =
G x measuring cup =
G x bowl of water =
G x vanilla essence =

On the day:
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Ensure parent sign-in sheet is on display
Set up tables for groups

 ake name tags for Young Scientists (YS) and
M
Facilitators (F) and Volunteers (V)
Meet and greet:
 elcome YS, show where to sign in
W
and put their name tag on
Allocate YS to groups:
 uick Health & Safety briefing
Q
(as per noted on experiment sheet)

Starting the experiment:

Explain why we don’t eat/drink in a science lab
Introduce the topic: Dinosaur Eggs
Give children a booklet with experiment instructions

During the Experiments:

Give step by step instructions of experiments
(Refer to faciltator experiment sheets for
Background, What to Expect and The Science)
Allow each child to do the experiments

Reflection & Conclusion:
Ask final questions
Finish activity
Ask Young Scientists to tidy up
Ensure Parents sign their children out
Clean the room and complete closing procedure
Ask children to make a mark on the evaluation poster
as they leave, which best represents how they felt
about the session.

Notes & Calculations

Dinosaur Discovery: Balancing Beasts
Briefly discuss the STEAM concept behind the experiment verbally or via the
YouTube links provided (explain in your own words here)

Clipboard: Facilitator’s run sheet 2/3
Dinosaur Discovery: Dinosaur Eggs
Dinosaur Eggs Experiments
Background

Fossil dinosaur eggs are a rare find. Even rarer is to find
one with a fossil skeleton of the young dinosaur still
inside. One way is to dissolve the eggshell. That’s what
you’ll do in this activity.

Eggs and Acid - Experiment #1
What to Expect
When you cover the egg in vinegar, small bubbles of
gas appear on the eggshell. The eggshell is slowly
dissolving away. After two days, you will have an egg
without a shell. It looks like an egg, but you can see
through it and squeeze it.
The Science
Vinegar contains acetic acid, and eggshells contain
crystals of calcium carbonate. When you combine
them, a chemical reaction occurs that produces carbon
dioxide bubbles. The reaction makes the calcium
carbonate crystals break apart and dissolve. Fossil
dinosaur eggs are also made of calcium carbonate
crystals. The experiment is: Calcium carbonate (s)
+ acetic acid (aq) = carbon dioxide (g) + calcium
ethanoate (aq) + water (l) Where (s) is a solid, (aq)
means in water, (g) is gas, and (l) is liquid. This is an
acid-base reaction. Acetic acid is an acid, and calcium
carbonate is a base.

Eggs and Acid - Experiment #1
1.

 lace the egg in the container, pour vinegar over the
P
egg, enough to cover it. Does the egg float or sink?
Cover the container and observe the egg closely.
Can you see anything happening?

2. O
 nce you have made your observations, put the
container to one side. Check it during the session.
If you want to keep the experiment going, take the
container home and keep it in the fridge.
3. A
 fter 24 hours, use a spoon to scoop out the egg and
take a look. Dump out the vinegar from the container,
put the egg back in the container, and cover it with
fresh vinegar. Keep it in the fridge for another 24
hours, then scoop out the egg and rinse it in water.
Look at the egg, try squeezing it gently (over a bowl).
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Clipboard: Facilitator’s run sheet 3/3
Dinosaur Discovery: Dinosaur Eggs
Dinosaur Eggs Experiments
Background

Fossil dinosaur eggs are a rare find. Even rarer is to find
one with a fossil skeleton of the young dinosaur still
inside. One way is to dissolve the eggshell. That’s what
you’ll do in this activity.

Fossil Fizz - Experiment #2
What to Expect
In this activity, you will make an egg-shaped mixture
that fizzes quickly in water. Not only is it a fast model
of fossil eggs, it is a great method for making bath
bombs. When you put the fizzy fossil egg in water, it will
create bubbles and dissolve away to reveal the plastic
dinosaur. You can repeat this activity at home to make a
fizzy bath bomb. Leave the eggs to dry overnight before
you pop them in the bath, and they will turn rock hard.
The Science
Baking soda and citric acid dissolve in water to
produce carbon dioxide gas, which is the bubbles you
see. Scientists can find out what is inside a fossil egg
by using an acid bath. They use a weak acid, such
as acetic acid (vinegar), to dissolve the egg without
damaging the fossil skeleton inside. As bits of skeleton
are exposed, the scientists cover them in plastic to
preserve them. It can take a year for the eggshells to
dissolve.

Fossil Fizz - Experiment #2
1.

Place half a cup of baking soda into the bowl.

2. A
 dd two drops of food colouring and two drops of
vanilla essence to the bowl and mix.
3. Add two tablespoons of citric acid. Mix again.
4. Add one teaspoon of olive oil. Mix again.
5. If the mixture doesn’t stick together when you
squeeze it, add a little bit more olive oil.
6. P
 ut the plastic dinosaur in the bowl and squeeze the
mixture around it so it covers the dinosaur.
7. A
 dd more mixture, pressing it down carefully to form
an egg shape.
8. T
 o hatch the egg, put it in the bowl of water.
What happens?
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Workshop Table Prompts

Dinosaur Discovery: Dinosaur Eggs
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Cut and place these discussion starters around the tables.

What does the word extinct mean?
What does the word evolve mean?

What is another name for acetic acid?

Is vinegar an acid or a base?

What is the name of the gas produced
in the experiment?

Which came first, the chicken or the dinosaur?

Eggshells are

% Calcium Carbonate?

